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Senate Grants Underprivileged Students' Allocation
by Kathy Kraft
The Student Senate pased a re
solution Monday night allocating
$4,000 for the purpose of bringing
50 underprivileged students to Moor
head State College. This sum was
$2,000 more than was originally
planned to start the program.
Evidence of academic potential is
to be the guiding factor in the re
cruitment and selection of the 50 stu
dents to be brought to the College.
Because of a purported lack of edu
cation usually considered preparatory
for college, these students will be
given intense guidance.
A lack of academic achievement
will not be a deterrent. Admission
standards will not be changed, how
ever, because even now Minnesota
students who do not not meet mini
mum standards set by ACT test
scores and high school rank are ad
mitted if they show potential. Much
of the recruitment will take place in
North Minneapolis, predominantly
Negro, but Indian and Spanish-Ameri
can prospects as well as white stu
dents may be considered.
With this in mind, Senator Carole
Johnson introduced the resolution
regarding the financing of under
privileged students. From then on,
the Senate discussed the issue with
comment from the audience of
about 55 students and faculty mem
bers.
Student Senate President Wayne
McFarland spoke as a member of
the policy committee. McFarland
stated that these students would be
from "the upper half of population

MSC student Karen Buff and English Instructor Paul Walters demonstrate what is going to happen following
Wednesday's Slave Auction. The tables will be turned! Faculty members will be serving the students, and per
forming low, menial tasks. Students should remember that the auction begins at 10 a.m. and the choicest speci
mens will go first (Who will get Dean Dille?) Karen claims that Walters makes a cool valet — For a close shave, go
Walters!

Faculty Discusses Project's Merits;

Gives Endorsement To Student Action
The Moorhead State Faculty Sen
ate met last Wednesday and con
sidered a Student Senate resolution
to appropriate $2,000 from the stu
dent activity fees for the purpose of
" bringing 50 disadvantaged students
to Moorhead State College next fall.
The Student Senate sought the ap
proval of the Faculty Senate, which
was given after some discussion.
Discussion centered around the at
titudes of the faculty and students
toward the proposal. Dr. King spoke
in favor of a supplementary resolu
tion to determine how many members
of the faculty would provide time to
help make the program work. Dr.
King said, "Getting money is easier
than getting time. This is going to
require an inventory of help."
President Neumaier stated that it
had been suggested that faculty mem
bers should be paid for the extra
service. It was mentioned that Dr.
Dille does not favor this idea, but
aserts his faith in the faculty, and his
faith that the faculty will give extra
time.
Dr. Clarence Glasrud questioned
Lois Selberg, Chairman of the Steer
ing Committee, concerning what
evidence existed to show that stu
dents were behind the project. Miss
Selberg stated that at the council
committee meeting 40 students at
tended and only one objected. One
student stated that he was checking
with J. Edgar Hoover.
Dr. James Condell stated that he
was well aware that there would be
- opposition, but he felt that the neg
ative approach should not dampen
the enthusiasm. Dr. James Murray
pleaded for "itemized committments
from faculty members before the
program is undertaken.

Dr. Charles Magel asked whether
there could be an analogy between
bringing in foreign students and bring
ing in disadvantaged students? Magel
explained that during the first year,
foreign students have no problem. It
is in the second year that the problem
begins, and the obligation to keep the
student going begins. Magel suggest
ed that the college comitt itself on a
four year basis.
Regarding the matter of having
the faculty indicate the amount of
time they can give, Dr. James Con
dell stated, "I would just as soon not
know how many are not interested."
Dr. Robert Tolbert declared that
he was neither for nor against the
proposition but he suggested that
the senate know specifically who
would be the advisers for the dis
advantaged students, since the adviser
system for students now on campus
was a "pretty miserable failure."
Tolbert commented on cases of fresh
men flunking out because of disinte
rested advisers. Dr. Glasrud mention
ed that the adviser system seemed to
be getting worse instead of better.
Dr. McCloud said that he thought
that the students coming in would be
able to "cut it here; they'll have the
ability to finish school." Dr. Neu
maier warned against being over op
timistic because these would not all
be middle class Negroes.
Larry McCloud questtioned whet
her these students would have to
meet the same requirements as the
MS students? Dr. Neumaier declared
that I.Q. tests were not good from
people of different cultures. Dr. Con
dell added that the Negro student
with a high I.Q. has already made it.
He stated that MS was not getting
the bright, solid negroes.

"Do we have any business setting
up this program at this college," ask
ed Dr. Glasrud. Glasrud mentioned
the "great massed classes" that stu
dents are usually in during the first
two years of college. He stated that
we must do something about the first
two years.
President Neumaier agreed by say
ing, "If we don't do something some
of the students aren't going to have
a chance." Glasrud then repeated,
"then let's loosen up the first 2 years.
We can't do it (the program) on what
we have now."
The meeting closed with a resolu
tion thanking the committee for the
work they have done on the project.

John J. Day
Is Underway;
Buy Buttons!
May 15 has been set as Dr.
Neumaier appreciation day. A button
campaign, being coordinated by Stu
dent Senate President Wayne McFarland and former SS President
Dale Barlage, will be conducted on
campus soon.
Students having buttons will be
admitted to Alex Nemzek fieldhouse
where they will hear the President of
St. John's University, Father Coleman
Barry. President Elect Roland Dille
will serve as master of ceremonies.
Ceremonies begin at 8 p.m.
The money from the button sales
will be used to purchase a gift for
Dr. Neumaier. Contributions are be
ing solicited both on and off campus.

Slaves Sold
At Auction
Next Week
Dean Hume in her grubbies weed
ing some poor student's garden? Or
how about Dean Dille shaving all
the members of a fraternity with a
straight edge razor?
These thoughts were provoked by
the mention of the coming "Great
Auction" on May 8 when members
of the faculty have agreed to be the
material auctioned off by Earl Wordlaw, auctioneer and Student Union
manager.
The "Great Auction," sponsored by
the International Students Association,
will begin at 10 a.m. in the Student
Union when individual students and
organizations will be pitting their
voices and billfolds against each
other.
The rewards for their efforts will
be the services of one of the faculty
members for whatever job the high
est bidder selects. The project
chosen will have to pass the ap
proval of a project acceptance com
mittee of good sports, said Tom
Halprin, senior from Winnipeg,
Manitoba, coordinator of the pro
ject.
The money raised by the auction
will go into the scholarship fund of
the International Students Associa
tion. Money is needed to send an
American student abroad, to bring a
foreign student here and to retain a
foreign student here.
Halprin gave examples of creative
thinking on jobs for the faculty and
challenged other students "to put
their heads together for some really
ingenious tasks."
Faculty members at the disposal of
students will be Dean Roland Dille,
Rudolph Chang-Yet, Robert Solso,
Charles Gilbert, Benjamin Carr,
Eileen Hume, Ronald Matthies, John
Morrison, Sylvia Kruger, John Gibbs,
Victor Peters, Kathleen Dempsey,
Paul Walters, Jack Baratto, Mr. Raat,
Dr. Keyser, Dr. Glasrud, Miss Jetty,
Dr. Schulman, Dr. Paulson and Dr.
Burchard.

in learning potential, that we would
concentrate on the Negro factor. This
is the sector that needs the most
help because of the grave social prob
lem which is not exclusively Negro.
It is most importantly a student-fac
ulty project."
Counselor of Project Test, Mrs.
Lois Selberg, informed the group
that within a half hour 29 instructors
had signed-up to tutor. Selberg also
stated that "it is most important that
we communicate. It is hard to so
cialize. We will set up a center for
the students but it will not be ex
clusive."
Ken Bennett, Mistic editor, then
spoke declaring, "We have failed to
meet the situation. A great deal of
racism does exist. These people come
from a different culture. This is no
reason to be against the program.
There will be problems, perhaps
knifing in the dorms. We shouldn't
turn against these students." Bennett
then paraphrased a Minneapolis Tri
bune article saying, "Compared to us
the South is almost liberal. Why has
the Negro been denied? Higher edu
cation is nowhere meeting the chal
lenge. This is not only for the Negro
to be educated but a white pre
judiced community to be educated".
Some time after this, Senator David
Matson moved the question which
was passed unanimously. Senator
Matson then introduced a resolution
for $2,000 to be allocated for this
project.
Again, Student Senate President
McFarland made some points, this
time of a more personal nature.
McFarland said that the project
would "directly benefit 50, indi
rectly benefit the whole community.
I remind the Senate that we can't
give a stamp of approval, then
forget it. It is never easy. We are
pacesetters. It may be idealistic but
I endorse it".
David Anderson, Financial Aids
Officer, stated that "if the college
doesn't do it, it will be done federally.
It makes education available for more
students. I have been distressed that
we have only been buying students.
This will maximize opportunity. Im
portantly, it will cause no disadvant
age or restriction to students current
ly enrolled or planning enrollment.
These students are to be treated no
different. Some will work their way
in part, and it will be unrealistic for
some to borrow. This is to help them
to become effective citizens."
Senator Candy Haugo interjected
an opinion expressed to her by some
students. They did not want their
activity funds used for this purpose.
To this Senator Carole Johnson re
plied that letters had been sent out
and if after they had been informed
to come and talk, they did not, they
couldn't be that against the idea.
Dan Loewenson, Junior at MSC,
said "We're not giving a free ride.
It is integration in student body
society". Loewenson is from Min
neapolis.
Questioning concerning the amount
of funds needed brought out that if
the students came with absolutely
nothing, an estimation of the total
need showed $90,000. As Mrs. Sel
berg stated however, the projection is
wide open. She also said that govern
ment support will be available if we
make it the first year.
Barry Peterson, Senator, questioned
the amount of $2,000, which is only
1.1% of the total needed. McFarland
answered this saying that it would
be a "kick-off fund, not earmarked
specifically".
John Johnson, APEX associate edi
tor, remarked, "One thing neglect
ed is the urgency of the program.
There is no program more urgent,
more pressing. Urban area prob
lems demonstrate the need for posi
tive action. We must swing the
pendulum the other way. This can
only be a token gesture. Future
leaders must take the initiative. I
urge an advance of the allocation."
(Continued on Page 9)
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Editorials

Mistic Urges, Live Out
Nation's Creed-' Equality
Project E-Quality has come into
existence at Moorhead State College.
Fifty disadvantaged students will be
chosen to attend Moorhead State
under a scholarship program.
The Mistic gives its full support to
the project. We applaud the efforts
to end the racism that exists on this
campus. Several arguments have been
raised concerning this project. One
such argument is the "why MinnesotaNorth Dakota, why Fargo-Moorhead"
argument.
Few realize that there are two
wars being waged concurrently,
involving citizens of the United
States. One such war has behind it
the entire military and government
al apparatus. Its effects have pro
bably been felt in every small cor
ner of the United States. The
second war's existence is still deni
ed by many, i. e., citizens of the
Fargo-Moorhead area who feel that
this problem does not concern
them because we are living in a
secure area.
For many of us, one event sud
denly opened our eyes, the death of
Martin Luther King, the man who
lead the Negro's struggle for equality.
King's words took on new meaning,
"For years now I have heard the
word 'wait'. It rings in the ear of
every Negro with a piercing familia
rity. This 'wait' has almost always
meant 'never.' It has been a tranquilizing thalidomide, relieving the
emotional stress for a moment, only
to give birth to an all-formed infant
of frustration."
The waiting period is over. The
9.7 million Negroes living outside the
South, the one-third of the American
Negroes living in the nation's 12
largest cities must be given equal
citizenship and the strange dichotomy
of white and black must be ended.
One of the problems this nation
faces is that the disadvantaged per
son, whatever nationality he may be,
who has grown up in a ghetto, has
not had the same chances that other
persons have had, due to restricted

environment.
Moorhead State students have
much to learn about persons who
have not grown up in middle-class
America. This must be a mutual edu
cation project. We admire the tutori
al program now being planned,
whereby students and faculty donate
their time. We have some reservations
about the proposal for an off-campus
cultural center. Will this private cen
ter only emphasize racial differences?
To those students and faculty
members who have worked so many
hours already on this project, your
work is just beginning. Students
are urged to register their opinion
on this project, whatever that opin
ion may be, with Student Senate
President Wayne McFarland or any
member of the Student Senate. It
is the student body, in the long run,
who will determine whether this
program is a success or a failure by
their attitude toward these students;
even an attitude of indifference can
retard growth. It obvious that some
attitudes will have to be changed.
Contrary to a local news report,
The MSC faculty senate was not
"cool" toward the project, but
thoughtful and anxious to consider all
angles. One question which seemed
to come up frequently was, "Are the
students behind it?"
On the editorial pages the views of
one student are noted whom this
editor violently disagrees with. He
has the right to be heard; if you
agree or disagree with his right-wing.
Birch line, viewpoint, react! The
question is, do MSC students have
voices?
K.B.

Official Bulletin
STUDENT TEACHERS
Fall Quarter, 1968
Your orientation session will be held
on Saturday, May 4, at 9 a.m., in the
Livingston Lord Library Auditorium. At
this meeting you will receive your stu
dent teaching assignments and instructions
about preparations for that assignment.

Achievements Are Noted
by Mike Pehler
Are the organizations which com
prise the Greek system at MSC really
necessary? You can ask any number
of MSC students and they will tell
you NO, that is, if they are not
Greeks themselves, or they may ask
what do they do?
Just what do the Greek organiza
tions on campus do? The common
consensus seems to be they sure can
throw a wild party. Almost everyone
has heard about at least one Greeksponsored keger, if not more. Is this
the only purpose of the Greeks? Is all
they do is sponsor wild parties and
kegers?
Ask the kids from Children's Vill
age about the wild parties they were
invited to. It appears that the Greeks
have taken a special interest in kids
in general.
The Xi Omega's have taken the
kids from Children's Village to a
football game; while the Sig Tau's
have taken them on a "fun tour"
of the city, which involved a movie,
going to the park, and whatever
kids do.
Ask the kids in the Moorhead area
schools about the bike safety pro
gram sponsored by the TKE s. The
TKE's have been responsible for
showing a bike safety film and
answering any questions on bike
safetv at all of the area schools.
Ask the kids at the Children's
Harbor School for the Handicapped
and they will tell you about the
Delta Zeta's who work with them
and take them swimming every Friday.
One of the worst places to be is in
a hospital, so the Gamma Phi Beta's
spring pledge class is distributing
May baskets to all of the children's
wards at local hospitals.
What about the two freshmen who
are able to attend MSC every year
because of the Greeks and the Sig

Tau Songfest? Every year proceeds
from the Songfest are applied to two
freshman scholarships. This year the
Songfest will be held on May 17 and
18, and although it is organized by
the Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity all
organizations can take part. The
Children's Village kids will be in attendence.
Some events the Greek organiza
tions spearhead are the organizing
of Homecoming, Greek Week, SnoWeek (even without snow), Turtle
Week and of course the Songfest.
It is the general policy of the
Greeks to invite the kids from
Children's Village to the Songfest,
Las Vegas Night (Sno-Week) and
Greek Week activities.
Are the Greeks involved in campus
life? Check the Student Senate, the
Student-Faculty Committees, the no
minating committees for a new MSC
President and the committee to no
minate a Dean of Students, and you
will see an amazing number of
Greeks on them. They, however, are
representing the entire student bodv
at MSC and not just their own organ
izations.
The Greeks are active in a great
many projects and their one major
fault is the lack of a good advertis
ing manager. Because of this fault
most members of the student body
are unaware of what the Greeks are
doing and assume the worst. . .
nothing.

Students File
Five candidates filed for positions
on the Bookstore Board on April 29.
Filing were Bonnie Gross, Mark A.
Lewis, Sue Davison, Norlin Boyum,
and Roger Jung.
A primary electeion will be held
May 7 at which time one of the
candidates will be eliminated. The
general election will be held May 14.
two candidates will be eliminated.

A mascot for the Mistic . . .

Reflections
When I was in Washington, D. C.,
this past summer, I recorded a Bap
tist church service which began with
older men chanting, "If you see the
Holy Ghost, tell Him what you want,
tell Him what you want." The ser
vice was very emotional, but at the
same time quite reserved. Rather
than having an organist the church
had a pianist who played according
to her feelings instead of the musical
notations, and rather than singing
traditional Protestant hymns the con
gregation sang music which has been
commercialized into "soul" and folk
music. The minister had a beautiful
voice, and preached in a style similar
to the late Dr. King.
What made the service emotional
was the intensity of feeling with
which the people expressed them
selves. The service for them was not
just an institutional, compulsory
weekly affair, but rather was a liv
ing, dynamic experience. They not
only expressed their immediate feel
ings, but also expressed what they
hoped would come. I can't help but
think that these people underwent a
weekly conversion, and at the same
time looked forward to the Second
Coming: if you see the Holy Ghost
tell him what you want. . .
At the same time, though, the ser
vice was reserved. There was an ac
ceptance of the social plight in which
the people lived, but also there was
a strong feeling that something
could, and would, be done about the
social conditions. This expectation
was beautifully expressed, and the
responsibilities of the congregation
were also acknowledged by the mini
ster when he said, "We give not to be
Christians, we give because we are
Christians."
I have played this tape recording
on several occasions, but generally
because to me the service was very
beautiful and human. I never play
it out of a desire to be entertained,
or out of a historical or sociological
interest. But about a week ago a
friend of mine in Pittsburgh sent me
an aerial photograph of burning
buildings along H Street between 12th
and 13th Streets Northeast in Wash
ington, D.C. This was the riot area,
and the little church at which I re
corded the service is on about 15tn
and G Streets NE. I doubt if the
church still stands.
I played the tape last week, and
got a different view of the people
and service. I remember the tension
of the neighborhood (I lived on G
and 10th Streets—I doubt if the
house still stands), and I remember
the emotion of the people in church,
and I know what happened within
the last few weeks. The opening
chants keep coming back to me: if
you see the Holy Ghost, tell Him
what you want. . .

by Stephen Baker

What happened? Didn't they see
the Holy Ghost? Or did the Holy
Ghost turn them down? Or is the
whole idea of Christian responsibility
obsolete? So far it hasn't worked, and
the only alternative to some people
is to react with fire and sword. The
result in Washington was the worst

destruction the city has seen since
the burning of the capital in the
War of 1812. It's been 156 years
since 1812, and the problem today is
not foreign enemies, but domestic
ones.
If you see the Holy Ghost, tell
him what you want. . .

Joe Blows
Student Senator D. J. Hanson better
known as Paul Meyers has gotten
very upset over a recent trip to New
York undertaken by two fellow the
atre mates. It seems that the fresh
man senator began feeling inferior for
reasons of extreme youth, and stoped
coming to senate meetings. After miss
ing several meetings he finally got
brave, came to a meeting, and pro
ceeded to introduce an incoherent
and impromptu resolution which en
raged ex-Senator Bernick to such a
degree that he in turn proceeded to
make an ass of himself during the
following meeting. Meanwhile the
senate elected "Super Ken" Nelson to
replace Tom Yetter who retired as
business senator for reasons of old
age. Senator Nelson won a close race
with "Big Al" Nelson in spite of the
latter's support from the three Teke's:
Paul Meyers, Wayne McFarland, and
Pam Cooper.
The meeting came to a climax with
the introduction of a new constitution
for a campus group which has as it's
aim to support an obscure New York
Senator for the presidency of this
land. The new Kennedy adviser is
Frank Kendrick. Now, I'll concede
that Kendrick disagrees with most
students on many current political
matters and he has not always led
the county DFL in the ethical man
ner, however most McCarthy sup
porters forget that Senator McCarthy
himself has not always been the most

ethical of politicians and has often
as a congressman supported large
area firms and Texas oil companies for
political gain. I support the ousting
of Kendrick as YDFL adviser not as
a personal vendetta, but as a politi
cal move. I found it in very poor
taste that Kendrick was not informed
of the YDFL's intentions before the
meeting. We must not commend a
person for cooperating with war cri
minals, in fact we must fight such a
person, but if we wish to achieve
peace we must be willing to forgive.
Students too have problems. Most
of us know very little about events
which occur off campifs. Those of
you who really wish to get familier
with the community should either see
a psychiatrist or read APEX. APEX
is a local rag edited by B. A. Schoen
and 30 Teke's and written by John
E. Johnson, John Johnson, John Ed
ward Johnson, J. E. Johnson, and
from time to time they may publish
a guest article. APEX has many
uses: it is read by a few students;
the front cover is used to decorate
student government offices; and it
has been burned by some NDSU
broads to ward off flies. Basically
APEX has many beautiful pictures
and little real content which explains
why they approve of the MSC the
atre's latest production. It must be
admitted however that the APEX
was better than the Mistic till the
Mistic began printing this column.
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Deano Declares...
by Dean Stendal
Martin Luther King Jr. has been
eulogized by many, the high and the
comparatively lowly, from all over
the world as being, "one who exemp
lified nonviolence, "patriot of the
highest degree," '.'one of the great
men of our times," and on and on.
So many people, particularly the
liberal clergymen, have been duped
into following him. It is high time
someone revealed the facts and true
character of this man. The mislead
public needs to be told the truth in
terms it cannot misinterpret or mis
understand.
The first fact is: Mr. King was a
liar. On November 18,'1964, J. Edgar
Hoover, Director of the FBI stated
that he considered the Rev. Dr. King,
"to be the most notorious liar in the
country." This charge stemmed from
statements made by King at the time
of racial disturbances in Albany,
Georgia, to the effect that the great
est problem facing the FBI in the
South was the influence the mores of
the community had on white South
ern FBI agents (U. S. News and
World Report, Dec. 7, 1964). In the
town in reference, the facts showed
4 of the 5 agents were Northerners,
not Southerners, as Dr. King alleged.
This is just one instance of many,
which occurred at this approximate
time.
The Hon. John M. Ashbrook, Re
presentative from Ohio, simply rein
forces Hoover's beliefs. "I am heartily
in accord with the FBI chief who is
in an excellent position to know just
how true this statement is (most
notorious liar).
Let's take another of King's state
ments. While extolling the late
W.E.B. Du Bois, a Negro Communist,
Rev. King said "It is worth noting
- that Abraham Lincoln warmly wel
comed the support of Karl Marx dur
ing the Civil War and corresponded
with him freely." Mr. Ashbrook
• checked out this statement to see if
King was in true form. He was. The
Library of Congress replied that a
congratulatory address attributed to
Marx was sent to Lincoln, but there
was no reference "to any letter
written by Lincoln to Marx." Con
gressman Ashbrook further explains:
"This shows just about how close Mr.
King usually comes to the truth.
Mr. Ashbrook further describes the
Rev. King in the Congressional Re
cord of April 1, 1968. "There has
never been any doubt in my mind
that he is a master of deceit. On Oct.
4, 1967, in a lengthy extension of re
marks, I outlined the credibility gap
between the man, his legend, and
- his performance." He continues, "Rev
erend King has the false notion that
you can encourage lawlessness while
at the same time limiting it. Law- lessness is lawlessness; once you start
on this course you must expect the
consequences.

Rev. Uriah J. Fields, a Negro, was
formerly King's secretary. In the
March 1968 American Challenger he
writes, "King helps to advance com
munism. He is surrounded by com
munists. Kings' commitment to antiAmerican conspirators accounts for
his position and outrageous antiAmerican pronouncements he has
made on Vietnam. Recently he brand
ed the United States the greatest
purveyor of violence in the world to
day, accused it of using poison water
to kill a million acres of the crops of
the Vietnamese people and asserted
that U. S. soldiers may have killed a

The humanities program offers one
of many real possibilities for making
MSC an educational institution; and
yet humanities is put in a secondary,
if not lower, position.
(In the last education editorial, an
implication was made that MSC was
one of many custodial institutions for
the young. Since nothing has been
said to the contrary, this seems to be
the general consensus. To support
this thesis, the most indignance and
belligerence was caused by the antifraternity and anti-sorority views of
Claudine, as expressed in her inter
view in the same Mistic issue.)
The present administrative policy
This poem was written by a soldier
of not hiring full-time humanities
And
that's where I think you should
g
in the 173rd Airborne division stationed
, °'
teachers must be changed. We need
at An Khe in Viet Nam, and contributed
to the Mistic.
people who can give their entire
I'm already here and it's too late,
effort to creating discussion and
I've traded all my love for hate.
teaching across disciplinary lines.
Take a man, then put him alone.
I'll hate you till the dav I die,
Their intellect could still be fed by
their discipline; but they would
Put him twelve thousand miles from You made me hear my buddy cry.
have the time and responsibility to
home.
I saw his arm a bloody shread,
investigate other fields, also. The
I
heard
them
say
this
one
is
dead.
Empty his heart of all but blood,
humanities program should include
It's a large price to have to pay
Make him live in sweat and mud.
more than one year of required
Not to live another day.
courses, because that is not enough
He had the guts to fight and die
This is the way I have to live,
time to begin to formulate answers.
He paid the price but what did he
And why my soul to the devil I give,
Are students to be educated to
buy???
understand and change society and
But you don't know what it is like By his dying your life he buys.
themselves, or rather—for lack of
over here,
But who gives a damn if a soldier
education—be made unaware pro
dies???
You have your parties and drink your
His girl does, and other loved ones, ducts for societal consumption?
beer.
A strong inter-disciplinary humani
You have a ball without really trying. But they're the only ones.
ties program is needed, so students
You burn your draft cards and march
can step out of their single discip
at dawn,
The Mistic hereby refuses to take
linary box without a sense of in
responsibility for any of the views
Plant your sign in the white house
security. Science and English majors
of columnists writing on these
lawn.
should be able to discuss things to
two pages; Mistic staff and editori
gether other than the weather;
You all want to ban the bomb,
al policy is given only in the offici
physical education major should be
There's no real war in Viet Nam,
al editorials bearing that label. We
able to debate political science majors
Use your drugs and have your fun
are proud to support a policy of
allowing all views to be heard.
Then refuse to use your gun.
There's nothing else for you to do,
And I'm supposed to die for you?
There is one thing that you should
know

A Poem

FOR SALE: 1967 Corvette
convertible, dark green body,
black top. Excellent condi
tion.

For

information

call

233-1661 and ask for Renee
Fuglestad.

on "Resolved: the Cold War is over."
All students should know and enjoy
the fine arts, because as one prof,
said, those who do not, are to be
pitied, not snubbed.
If money is not available, a few
changes need to be made in spend
ing what we now have.
J.J.

Crusaders Write
To the Editor:
There have been rumors and mis
understandings on our campus the
last few weeks concerning Campus
Crusade for Christ and its position
on civil rights, especially the Funding
Project. Consequently, the student
body president has urged us to sub
mit a letter to the MISTIC clarifying
our stand on this issue. Campus
Crusade for Christ is an organization
of individuals, and, as such, does not
have a set policy with which its
members must comply. However, the
great majority of Campus Crusaders
at Moorhead State have signed the
Funding Project petition and want
to work to insure the success of it.
Lyle Coalwell
President,
Campus Crusade for Christ
South American antelope are ex
tremely timid. They are often observ
ed peering at visitors from behind
palm trees, and at the slightest
noise they bound away on fleet feet.

i\rt Carved®
D I A M O N D

R I N G S

(\rved

Wear
Love
On Your Finger

Following the Memphis riots, King
"tried to exonerate the criminal con
duct of his followers by telling the
press that riots are part of the ugly
atmosphere of our society now."
King tacitly approves.
The Hon. Ohio Representative, in
the Congressional Record of Oct. 4,
1967 stated these views: "He preaches
nonviolence but somehow this can
end up in illegal or violent actions.
Then he says he is not responsible,
although he himself has often parti„ cipated in illegal acts." Later in the
Record: "He has countenanced draft
evasion. He has been disloyal to his
country."

million South Vietnamese civiliansmostly children.
"A committed Christian does not
tell lies about the United States and
it's soldiers. A clergyman who is a
committed Christian . . .," says Fields,
"does not advocate the kind of antiscriptural civil disobedience taught
by King."
Karl Prussion, former counterspy
for the FBI says, "King has either
been a member of, or wittingly has
accepted support from over 60 Com
munist fronts, individuals, and/or or
ganizations which give aid to or es
pouse Communist causes." "Patriot of
the highest degree?" Nonsense.

Reporter Suggests
Humanities Changes

F

-v.

< ft,'

if it's more
than "puppy love"
It's time to begin that very
careful selection of a lasting
symbol of love. An examina
tion of our complete collection
of ArtCarved diamond rings
will help you make this impor
tant decision. Only ArtCarved,
with a proud heritage of 50 mil
lion rings created since 1850,
offers such a wide selection,
each guaranteed for caratweight, color, cut and clarity.

CANDACE, from $115.00

Love has many messengers,
but the diamond stands alone
as the most beautiful and eter
nal symbol of devotion. In fine
diamonds, the name ArtCarved
stands alone as a symbol of
craftsmanship and value.
Backed by a heritage dating
from 1850 plus its own unique
Permanent yalue Guarantee,
each ArtCarved diamond en
gagement ring is both a per
fect symbol of love and an
investment of assured value.

nf

cm

. Authorized i\rt(7arved Jeweler

64 Broadway
Special Rates for Students

THE
EXPERT.
THERE'S ONE
IN EVERY FAMILY
Everybody has an Uncle George.
He's the one who knows which car is a piece of
junk. And where you can get practically anything
wholesale.
Uncle George is a real expert with other
people's money.
But when it comes to your diamond, we're going
to suggest that you ignore him.
Because unless Uncle George is a trained
gemologist, he probably knows little more than you
do about diamonds.
Every ArtCarved diamond is inspected by a
gemologist and backed by a written PVPSM
guarantee. He evaluates it for carat weight, color, cut
and clarity.
And at any time during your lifetime, if you
ever want to trade your ring in for a more expensive
ArtCarved ring, we'll take it back. At it's full
value.
Can Uncle George give you that kind of
guarantee?

MYSTIQUE, from $150.

Onrtinson s
enlorged to show detoil

(Jewelmrt & Silversmiths

FOURTH STReCT AST CENTER AVENUE

A beautiful 200 page wedding guide and free
style brochures are available at the ArtCarved
dealers listed. Just try on an ArtCarved
diamond ring and ask for details.

• See ArtCarved Diamond Rings at

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

MARTINSONS

Authorized .Ai^CVrved Jeweler

4th Street and Center Avenue
Moorhead, Minnesota
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Kids Take Union

LETTERS
Former TKE Pres. Dissatisfied
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on the
MISTIC's coverage of campus events,
its objective reporting, and the man
ner in which it is serving the stu
dent body at M.S.C. The April 22
issue serves as a fine example of what
I am concerned with.
To begin with, the report concern
ing TKE Turtle Week was erroneous
and a very biased report. TKE Turtle
Week was called off because a date
could not be found when all the
necessary facilities could be reserv
ed; it had nothing to do with the
reported fear of lack of support. The
manner in which the published in
formation was gathered for this article
is very questionable. Jerry Heldt,
whose name was misspelled, does
not remember even being questioned
about Turtle Week.
Further, if correct information is
what was sought, why was the TKE
President, Jeff Grabow, not question
ed? He obviously is the individual
that would know the most about
such a cancellation. It is a curious
journalistic practice to question a
number of people on a topic such as
the cancellation of Turtle Week and
then print only an answer that no
body remembers giving and which
can be slanted the most derogatorily
at a particular group. Is this an
example of the MISTIC objective
front page reporting?

very existence. I do not object to
some of this, but all of this while
neglecting many newsworthy items?
Let's have some stories on other
activities of student interest such as
concerts, plays, and athletic events.
The MISTIC seems to be written
to a large degree for the benefit and
entertainment of a small in-group at
MSC. If this is your objective, charge
for your paper or form a club and
finance it with dues. In my opinion,
this paper, with its editorialized re
porting and in-group orientation is
not what a student body financed
newspaper such as the MISTIC
should be.
Alan Nelson

Bad Coverage
To the Editor:
A grave error marred the effective
ness of your article on the recently
held Civil Rights Teach-in. Since no
by-line was printed, it is to be as
sumed that the paper as a whole must
take the responsibility for sloppy re
porting and/or editing.
What information you printed was
correct, but what you failed to print
was even more to the point. Charles
Keller of the sociology department
was an important participant in the
evening's program. His remarks were
all directed towards action. His ex
periences with students activiets in
California were examples which dis
prove the fallacy of the importance of
the individual. United within an
active group, the individual can work
effectively to realize the civil rights
of all citizens.

This specific complaint brings me
to one more general in nature. Is it
not proper journalistic procedure to
report with some objectivity and to
editorialize only in editorials? This
does not appear to be MISTIC policy
of late. If you have an ax to grind,
This was the message of Charles
do it in an editorial please, not in a
supposedly objective reporting of Keller, and by omitting it along with
any mention of his name, you slanted
campus events.
your reporting of a significant occa
Perhaps the MISTIC feels that it sion.
is so far advanced that it can set its
We students who organized the
own new standards for journalism
rather than attempt to live up to teach-in hoped that America's long
those established by journalistic pre tradition of "free discussion" would
terminate, and an even longer era of
cedent?
"free action" would begin. We had
Because the MISTIC is financed
hoped that the student press would
primarily through student activit)
support rather than stymie such a
funds it would seem that it should be
hope, for the theory of direct action
aimed at informing the student body
can apply to all areas of our culture
of current and upcoming events. Yet,
(including the journalistic aspects)
in the April 22 issue, there was no
and bring more freedom to us all.
coverage of the then current play, the
previous seven baseball games, or the
Mary Aim
track meets, to mention but a few of
the neglected newsworthy items.
Certainly these events are more Students who were unable to order their
worthy of space in a student financed 1968 DRAGON ANNUAL may do so by
paper than stories such as Senator filling out the following form and return
Jung's Suppression (not to mention ing it to the Publications Office located
the informative story of his leaving in the Comstock Memorial Union on the
a Student Senate meeting to rehearse second floor.
for his big West Side Story role last
quarter).
NAME
.
Do you really feel a substantial
number of students are concerned
with Jung's psuedo-candidacy for the
MSC presidency or Bernick's reaction
to that candidacy? These are only two
of a number of recent articles, inter
views, etc., that appear to be aimed
at a small group of students rather
than the whole or a majority of the
student body who finance the paper's

Column Noted
To the Editor:
Dear Joseph:

HOMETOWN

M. Donahue
D. Matson

Mistic Editor
Position Open
Applications are now being received
for the position of Mistic editor which
will be open fall quarter. Applicants
not now associated with the news
paper are urged to turn in at least
one story with their application and
to work one week with the staff.
Contact Editor Bennett or Adviser
Moline for details.

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

Recently a motion was introduced
before the Student Senate in regard
to the matter which we are writing
you about. As usual, this motion was
tabled pending action by someone
else.
What transpired on the evening of
April 26 points up the grave import
ance of this issue. On the above even
ing, we walked over to the Union
hoping to have a nice quiet game of
cards. Upon arrival, we noticed that
there was quite a boisterous crowd,
both in the rec room and in the
lounge. Upon closer inspection, we
found this 'crowd' to consist of 60
"teenie-boppers," 6 MSC students,
and 3 unknowns (probably some Con
cordia subversives). This in itself did
not alarm us, but when we sat down
in the lounge (after discovering that
the snack bar had been closed a day
earlier because of intelligence reports
warning of the impending invasion of
"teenie-boppers") to enjoy the satiri
cal humor of the recently released
issue of the Apex, the only remaining
"un-biased" printed matter in the
F-M area, we found that we could
not even think above the din.

Once again I feel compelled to ask
for a policy clarification from the
Moorhead State College Mistic. I am
writing in regard to a "news item"
concerning TEKE Turtle Week which
appeared on the front page of the
April 22 Mistic.
I found this "news item" to be one
of the best examples of poor journa
listic practice it has ever been my mis
fortune to observe. If the "reporter"
who wrote this article is anti-greek
that is his privilege and he has every
right to express his feelings—in a bylined column or signed letter. His
feelings, however, were obviously ex
pressed in the guise of a news item
which supposedly, in journalism, is a
neutral report, the validity and neut
rality of which is the direct respon
sibility of the publication in which it
appears. The news item on Turtle
Week was not only obviously slanted,
but I could find no purpose for it
except one of sarcasm and personal
opinion.
If the Mistic had truly been inte
rested in presenting the facts as to

We do not in principle object to
high school students using the Union
facilities, but when they become un
ruly and begin to dominate the facili
ties, we believe that it is time for
remedial action to be taken. We
further feel that it is unethical for
MSC students to pay for these facili
ties, only to have them taken over by
youngsters, who never paid anything
and are quite often destructive. May
be we do not use the Union as much
as we could, but we still pay for it,
and this is no excuse for area high
school students to have unrestricted
access to the Union.
For these reasons we urge the stu
dents of MS to prompt the Senate to
take action on this issue. With all of
that "free-thinking" leadership, we
are sure it can find a viable solution.
Some of our suggestions are:
1. Rent a bus and haul the
"teenies" over to NDSU's
Union.
2. Build a separate community
center for them.
3. Buy them lollipops and a tic
ket to the matinee.
4. Persuade Concordia to spon
sor week-end "teen-hops."
Doug Skar
Charles Teerlinck
Harold Finn

Mac By Default
To the Editor:
The more often I see the way
'Joe Blows' (April 22 edition), the
happier I am I voted for "WishyWashy Wayne."
Dean M. Bell

why no Turtle Week was being
sponsored this year, it seems to me
that the rational approach would have
been to go to the president of the
sponsoring organization and obtain a
statement. The individual who was
quoted (whose name, by the way, was
mis-spelled) was quite concerned upon
reading the article, for as he emphasiz
ed strongly to me, he was never con
tacted by any individual who identifi
ed himself as being connected with
the Mistic.
I strongly feel that this article was
in no way beneficial to either Moor
head State College or to the Mistic.
It should not have been allowed to
be printed as an unsigned news
story. Is the Mistic reporting policy
one of allowing reporters to vent their
personal dislikes through news stories?
I certainly hope not, for if so I am
afraid the Mistic will degenerate into
a classic example of yellow journa
lism—and the Mistic is too valuable
for that.
I hope that the Mistic will clarify
its policy in this matter—and go back
to editorializing in editorials.
Wayne D. McFarland

Communists Here YDFL; Free Speech
To the Editor:
The purpose what I am writing to
you is for to tell you guys what I
think. I hear that you came out for
Eugene McCarthy. This is another
example of irresponsible reporting on
the part of reporters. Socialism is
creeping up on the American public
at a rampant rate. McCarthy is an
example of how students are duped
by the "red subversion" that mani
fests itself in long haired hippies who
smoke dope and sniff glue. I have
no doubt that McCarthy is one of
these people.
The fact that he has short hair and
looks clean just shows how good
these radicals are at disguise. Mc
Carthy has outlined a program that
will send us pell mell down the ribb
ed road to a slave state. There is no
justification on your part for your tak
ing part in this plot. There is evid
ence to show that there is reason for
alarm right here on this campus.
Just look at Joe Bernick, Patricia
Geston, Jerry Clark, Mary Ann Pryor,
Joe Jorland, Greg Olson, and Dan
Albers. If you want positive proof
look at the school emblem; a dragon.
Kind of like the symbol of Red China
huh? And our colors; Red and White.
Kind of like Communism and surrend
er, huh? It's everywhere. Well our
people will have our day, and you
people will get yours.
Bryan Kew

To the Editor:
In your April 22 editorial, "What
Would Happen at Moorhead State?"
you refer to alleged talk about the
D. F. L. Party taking action against
the YDFL Club for its support of
Senator Eugene McCarthy. I would
like to state unequivocally that there
is absolutely no truth whatsoever to
this rumor. This is, unfortunately,
simply another example of the kind
of rumors which seem to be running
rampant on the MSC campus regard
ing the D.F.L. Party.
The D.F.L. Party of Minnesota is
committed firmly to the principle of
free expression. I have no idea what
happened to the YDFL Club in the
past, because I have only been at this
school for four and a half years. But
I personally know of no action ever
being taken by the senior party or
ganization against the Young Demo
crats because they may have support
ed a particular candidate for the
Presidency. If anything, we have en
couraged students to support candid
ates of their choice, regardless of
whom the D.F.L. Party might back.
In the future, I hope that we can
try to learn the facts about matters
of this kind, before rumors are
spread.
Frank J. Kendrick, Chairman
Clay County D.F.L.
Central Committee

DONNIE
Love ya, need ya, want ya. A Keepsake engagement ring
from Ronald Jewelers of Minneapolis would make me your
"Easter Bonny" forever!
BONNY

SOUTHWEST, ENTIRE WEST AND
ALASKA SALARIES $5600 UP. FREE
REGISTRATION

ZIP CODE

ARE YOU A SENIOR? YES

NO

RETURN THIS FORM ALONG WITH ONE
DOLLAR TO THE PUBLICATIONS OFFICE.

Southwest Teachers Agency
1303 Central Ave., N.E.
Albuquerque, N. Mexico 87106

SERVICES DIRECTORY
RICH VIKTORA
ART REBERG
BEN HERMANSON

We read your column.

Another Letter From Wayne

TEACHERS WANTED

ADDRESS
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F-M BARBERSHOP
16 - 4th St. South
Moorhead — 233-5101
Appointment if desired weekdays
JIM SHASKY

RUBE BEYER

DOKKEN'S BARBER SHOP
PHONE US FOR APPOINTMENT
Dial 233-3581
8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Tuesday through Saturday
Free Parking in Back
913 Main Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

BARBER
Saauvte SERVICE
For appointment call us
at 235-9442
Broadway at N. P. Ave.

Chuck Rustvold — A1 Olson
Bob Schafer

Finest Barber Service
Center Ave. Plaza

at rear of Anthony's

If desired, phone 233-7233
for appointment — weekdays

Center Avenue
Barber Shop
Ted Rue — Howie Neitzel

402V2 Center Ave. — Moorhead
(Across from the F-M Hotel)
Call 233-6264 for Appointments

Support Your

$riar j^hop

MISTIC
Advertisers
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Korner Unknown
by Bruce Kelsh
Attention. Attention. Attention. It
is my great privilege to announce for
the first time the latest award bestow
ed upon Fargo-Moorhead area. This
being the first major award to the
city of Fargo since it was named an
Ail-American city, its signifigance be
comes obvious.
Much consultation and a great deal
of study preceded the National Com
mittee on Culture and the Arts' de
cision to award the annual George
Beanbody Institute Grant to this
area.
In the committee's own words:
"It was only through a complete
exploration of the Kalahari of cul
ture, the Midwest, that we found
an area so outstandingly worthy of
our award and so suited to our
studies." Special thanks must go of
course to all participating members
of the F-M Nonculture League
without whose efforts the national
committee might never have dis
covered the pure and untouched
segment of the U.S. population.
This grant will include money spent
on researchers who will begin the
study of America's cultural waste
land, working the information into a
special series for National Geographic.
Money will also be spent in keeping
the number of cultural events and
the number of people going to these
events at the same level as the pre
sent.

This is to make researching easier.
It will be done along the same lines
as the farm policy. Certain allotted
amounts will be given to people for
not going to cultural events. This in
part is to compensate for the ex
pected small outcrys of cultured
people and their predictable program
to bring new people to their side. If
this program continues for several
years as planned, Fargo-Moorhead
will soon become the Nonculture
Mecca of the Midwest and possibly
of the U. S.
The Beanbody Institue's work
will not directly affect the F-M
area but gradually as more and
more people, tired of Mozart,
Renoir, and Arthur Miller, come to
these towns, the population will in
crease and with the increase of
population of nonculturities, a pre
dictable increase in television, rock
and roll records, and Monopoly
games sales will also be noted. It
is through these indirect results of
the Beanbody Institute's research
that this grant will be appreciated.
The F-M Area should be pleased
and proud that its continual suppres
sion of music, art, theater, and lite
rature has been so thorough as to
have brought to the attention of
national authorities. With still smaller
crowds and concerned people this
area has the potential to become a
case for an international study. With
the funds made available through this
grant, Fargo-Moorhead will be able

Counselors Address
S. Senate Assembly
Elected to fill the vacant Senate
positions were Don Puetz over Linda
Omelianchuk as new Creative Arts
Senator and Ken Nelson over A1
Nelson as Business Senator. Al Nel
son withdrew from the competition,
thus giving his support to Ken Nel
son. Most of the business of the meet
ing was transacted during the 17
ballotings for Business Senator. There
were five ballotings for Creative Arts
Senator.
Business transacted during the Sen
ate's balloting included approval by
the Senate of $5.00 as the fee for
Freshman Week activities, striking of
attendance from the April 15 minutes
in the files, the trial period for
women's dorm hours and the MSC
students for Kennedy constitution.
Steve Brachlow and Les Sarnoff,
as co-ordinators of Freshman Week
activities, asked that the Senate ap
prove charging a fee of $5.00 for en
tertainment and expenses during the
week. The former Freshman Week
fee was $2.00. Added expense is be
cause of appearances by such groups
of "Spanky and Our Gang," a plann
ed movie each night plus other at
tractions. The idea is to interest
Freshman in all activities and keep
them on campus. Average students
may not attend any activity until per
haps Friday night but will then have
to pay.
Senator Roger Jung made a motion
to have the attendance record for
the April 15 Senate meeting stricken
from the record because without a
quorum present the meeting was not
actually valid and no business could
legally be transacted without a
quorum; this is according to Robert's
Rules of Order. Only 11 of 18 Senate
members could attend. Senator Candy
Haugo stated that she too would
have liked to have seen Kennedy but
came to the meeting. Pam Cooper,
Senate Secretary, said she took a
miss thus questioning what the "beef"
was about. The motion was defeated.
Joe Bernick suggested that the Senate
should at least approve the minutes
of the meeting.
Senator Robert Kinkade moved that
hours for 19 year old girls with a
sophomore status living in the coll
ege dormitories be suspended with
parental consent. It was further re
solved that Spring quarter 1968 be a
trial period for this venture. The
Senate passed this unanimously but
the Council on Student Affairs passed
the resolution with seven affirmative
and three negative votes.

The constitutinon of the MSC Stu
dents For Kennedy was approved
with Dr. Frank Kendrick as adviser
and Dick Ormeth as chairman.
Due to some misunderstanding of
report type and to whom it should
be given, a report of "tangible" ac
complishments by the New York
Culture Expedition was requested for
later submission. Bernick, President of
the Union Programming Board, cited
some of the problems that are involv
ed with the trip. Bernick referred to
possible jealousy of other students
who had not taken the trip and in
ferred that perhaps Senator Paul
Meyers had some animosity because
of the way he brought up the subject
requesting a report from two specific
members of the expedition. Senator
Meyers rephrased his motion.
Treasurer Dennis Heiberg announc
ed that only a Senator could call for
a point of order.
Because this rule is from the Sen
ate's Bible, Robert's Rules of Order,
it will in turn put a damper on Ber
nick, who is as Heiberg stated an
encyclopedia of facts.
Barry Peterson's words while he
was collecting ballots can perhaps be
used as an epitaph for the Senate,
"C'mon gang, let's go."

Kendrick To
Be Adviser
"Students for Kennedy" got off to
a rather inauspicious start Wednesday,
April 24, with the assurance from Dr.
Frank Kendrick, the group adviser
that, "McCarthy is the number one
candidate on the MSC campus."
Richard Ormseth, chairman of the
group expressed the opinion that far
from being strictly a Kennedy man,
he would work for Sen. McCarthy
should Kennedy not get the nomina
tion.
The group discussed the possibi
lities of distributing Kennedy liter
ature and polling the public to find
their views. Dr. Kendrick comment
ed, "You should find out what they
think; I'd like to know myself."
The group has already run into
some problems on campus, having
had many of their posters publicizing
their meeting torn down. They are
also having problems with their fin
ancial situation, and are unable to
secure aid from their counterparts at
NDSU.
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Next UN Session At NDSU

At a series of meetings held last
to solidify its nonculture stand to a week representatives from Moorhead
State College and NDSU decided that
greater degree than ever.
NDSU would host next year's Model
Again, congratulations to Fargo- United Nations sessions, and that
Moorhead and best of luck with your NDSU would pay the expenses. The
new project in the upcoming years. following year will be Moorhead
State's turn to handle the event. The
Model UN executive board and com
mittees will have representatives
from each of the three area colleges.
To the Editor:
The meetings were called to negoti
There have been many articles as ate a site for the next Model United
of late that have had as their target Nations which will be held in Feb
the farcical and lackadaisical attitude ruary, 1969. NDSU has been the
of our Student Senate. But anyone location for the last three years. Re
who was present at the meeting of presentatives of Moorhead State felt
April 29 must realize that this is no that the conference should be moved
longer a legitimate target for rebuke. to Moorhead. Meeting with the

Roger Writes

The meeting was carried off in a
businesslike, admirable manner. Great
gains for this school and community
were made last Monday night in the
form of two resolutions presented by
Senators Carole Johnson and David
Matson. These resolutions, which are
undoubtedly reported in this issue,
were presented and discussed in a
very orderly and thorough manner,
which points to the fact that our
senators are, indeed, deeply concern
ed with student and community af
fairs. Let's not hastily judge our Sen
ate and its members by a couple of
unproductive meetings, but, rather,
present your views to your senators,
so that they at least have some stu
dent opinions to voice. Above all, it's
your Student Senate. You can make
it work for you. So if you feel like
criticizing, don't do it irresponsibly.
Try helping instead.

NDSU personnel were MSC Student
Senate President Wayne McFarland,
Vice-President Giddings, Mistic staff
writer Terry Brown, Dr. Khoshkish,
and Senator Kenneth Nelson.

MADSEN'S

The MSC representatives believ
ed that if this conference were to
be a tri-college event, the site had
to be moved to either Concordia
College or Moorhead. The plan
then was to rotate the site every
year. A problem arose when both
NDSU and MSC wanted to hold
the conference. The plan also ori
ginally included a division of the
expenses.
Both NDSU and MSC claimed to
have the experience and leadership
necessary to host the event. Both
parties began to debate financing.
NDSU said that they could not con
tribute a great deal to the financing
if the Model UN were to be held at
Moorhead. Moorhead refused to
spend money for an NDSU Model
United Nations. The compromise
plan resulted and some MS students
are already busily planning for next
year's session.

JEWELRY

ARCADE BUILDING
621 1st Ave. North
Fargo

Roger Gustafson

Experiment
Performed
"I have the sad duty to inform you
that President Lyndon Johnson has
just been shot and killed in Hawaii
. . . There is rioting in the major
cities; Minneapolis is in flames. . .
We have just been informed that the
Soviet Union has just severed dip
lomatic relations with the United
States!"
What does all this mean? Is it the
beginning of war? Annihilation? The
beginning of the end?

All You Need Is Love

What if you were in class and you
heard these announcement come over
the school's public address system
(THE LITTLE BOX)?

After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The en
gagement ring you choose says so much about
your love . . . and should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

Social Studies 440 knows the
answer to that question for they
lived through just such a situation.
The answer is DO NOTHING.
Accept what is said by THE
LITTLE BOX. Do not question the
supreme authority of THE LITTLE
BOX.
Gerald Jacobs, campus school
social studies instructor, began his
Social Studies 440 class with the re
mark, "How do we get the kids ft
become involved in class."
Before class, and unknown to the
class, Jacobs and his fellow con
spirator, whose identity is still un
known but it is rumored he is a
member of the campus schoo
faculty, met and began the deliberate
assassination of the President of the
United States and the ultimate des
truction of our country.
Shortly after class began THI
LITTLE BOX spewed forth the
above rumors. The result of this ex
periment was to prove that our future
teachers are gullible. They also dis
covered a way of getting the clas?
involved, however, it has been re
commended by Jacobs that the
social studies teacher refrain from
assasinating a President in a high
school class.
The most tragic result has been the
loss of trust in THE LITTLE BOX.
Most students have been taught to
love, trust, and even fear THE
LITTLE BOX. Now for Social Studies
440 twelve years of training have
been destroyed because for the first
time THE LITTLE BOX has lied and
deceived her supporters.

REGISTERED
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Keepsake
DIAMOND

RINGS

BELAIR $ 6 2 5 . ALSO $ 2 5 0 . TO 2 1 0 0 . WEDDINC RING 1 0 0 .
PRICES FROM $ 1 0 0 . TO $ 5 0 0 0 . RIN6S ENLARGED TO SHOW BEAUTY OF DETAIL.
• TRADE-MARK REG. A. H. POND COMPANY, INC., ESTABLISHED 1 8 9 2

r HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
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Dear Liar' Draws
Reviewer's Praise

May 3, 1968

Nixon Campaigns At Moorhead State

by Sylvia Paine
Not only did he master the blus
tery crescendoes of Shaw's self-asserJacqueline Brookes and James tiveness, but he also captured the
Cahill's performance of Jerome Kilty's
nuances of Shaw's underlying warmth.
"Dear Liar" delighted the audience
of MSC's eighth offering in the series
Miss Brookes carried well the im
for the performing arts on April 17. age of the turn-of-the-century "lady"
of which Mrs. Campbell was the
The play is a dialogue based on the archetype. She remains proud and dig
letters between playwright George nified even though her popularity
Bernard Shaw and actress Mrs. Pat and finances wane, while Shaw's
rick Campbell (who inspired the success soars.
creation of Eliza Doolittle) from the
first year of Shaw's infatuation for
The two acts are long, and the
her, 1899, till her death in 1939.
dialogue occasionally seems too wordy
but the Shavian wit provides enough
While there is a definite story un spice to maintain the audience's inte
folded through the letters, the suc rest.
cess of the play depends on the char
acterizations. Kilty's adaptation seems
Most memorable were the rehear
to lend itself well to insightful por sal scenes from "Pygmalion" and
trayal, and Cahill and Miss Brookes Shaw's discourse on his mother's
made the most of it. Both obviously funeral and cremation. The presenta
enjoyed their roles, but Cahill's per tion was offered in conjunction with
Mike Pehler, Dragon Editor and mild-mannered Mistic reporter, reached out to shake Richard Nixon's hand
formance slightly overshadowed Miss the Region Seven office of American
when the Republican Presidential hopeful spoke in Nemzek fiedhouse. Dave Sanasak, MSC student is on the
Brookes.
National Theatre and Academy.
far right.
Audience members cheered as Re
publican candidate Richard Nixon
called for free enterprise in the
ghettos at a Young Republican ban
quet in Alex Nemzek, April 23.
Nixon urged that private enter
prise get into the ghettos, with
Negroes as workers and managers.
Government urban renewal is not the
answer, said Nixon. "The Negro must
realize," he said, "that respect does
not come from a dole. Respect comes
from a self-respecting job. Let's get
private enterprise."
The former vice-president excit
ed delegates by declaring that the
people could not continue to go
forward with the leadership of the
past. He said, "If Lyndon Johnson
had payed attention to the leaders
in congress, we wouldn't be in the
mess that we're in."
Regular season theatre productions ended two weeks ago, with the
MSC Drama department presenting "A Flea In Her Ear" as the Spring
production. Productions presented during the season have included "Royal
Hunt Of the Sun" and a winter musical "West Side Story." Pictured above
are Virginia Wheeler and Mike Kolba, two of the MSC actors involved in
the Spring play.

Nixon called for a "new team" that
could develp a new foreign policy.
He cited the Eisenhower administra
tion as having ended one war, and as
having kept the nation out of another
war for eight years.

Commenting on the current fin
ancial crisis, Nixon said, "The reason
we are in trouble is clear, the trouble
with the dollar lies in what the ad
ministration is spending in D.C."
Nixon also said that the some of the
courts have gone too far in weaken
ing the police forces of the nation.
"A balance between freedom and
order must be maintained."
Repeatedly Nixon attacked admini
stration spending policies. He called
for a "Human Investment Act" which
would give a tax spread to industry
to train workers for jobs. "The Negro
now has the bill of rights," he said,
"but he can't pay the bill."
The rate of unemployment in
rural America was cited as being
twice as high as in the cities of
America. "People by the millions
have moved from rural America,"
said Nixon, "We must stop this
trend."
Part of Nixon's speech was direct
ed toward youth. He told his audi
ence, "If I were to pick a time from
the course of history, I would pick
America 1968 as the most exciting
time in which to live."

Nixon delighted his audience with
several jokes, including an announce
ment that he would not seek or ac
cept the nomination for Vice-Presi
dent, and a comment about contender
Nelson Rockefeller, "Rockefeller got
out—at least I thought he did."
Nixon singled out Congressman
Odin Langen for praise, and said,
"Odin Langen, I know him well. I'm
depending on him for advice. He is
my Orville Freeman."
Nixon also listed the three area
colleges, mentioning North Dakota
State University, Concordia, and
Moorhouse State College.
Nixon was introduced by Langen
who stated that he was completely
thrilled by the youthful exuberance
of the audience. The average age
per audience member was estimated
at 40 years. Members were served a
banquet consisting of steak, baked
potato, tossed salad, apple pie, and
fruit cocktail, and then listened to
Nixon while they sat at tables on the
main floor. Non-banqueters sat in
bleacher sections.

I lea In Ear' Very Frothy
by Jeanne Seigel

Although this was the final per
formance for the school year, the
Moorhead State College Theatre Straw Hat Players will be in full
ended its school season with the force this summer with eight productlight and frothy farce, A Flea In Her
Ear. The important points of a farce
were carried out by both the actors
and the director. All-in-all this pro
duction consumed a delightful two
and one-half hours.
The play got a slow start, but by
the second act the actors had the
audience with them. The improbabi
lity of happenings, the confused re
lationships, and the continual doorslamming created the comic situation
from which the actors guided the
play through its bedroom-to-drawing room-to-bedroom obstacle course.
Mike Kolba, as the secretary with
the speech impediment, was thorough
ly entertaining. His enthusiastic por
trayal of a person who no one can
understand won him exuberant ap
plause throughout the evening.
Linda Spain and Roger Kjos, as
the giddy wife and the innocent
husband, were extremely effective.
Miss Spain got carried away with her
role at times, but recovered adequate
ly. Kjos' characterization was doubly
difficult because of his dual roles.
Both of his characters were well done.
Other actors deserving mention
are Virginia Wheeler as the wife's
best friend and David Huyink as the
hot-blooded husband; Rebecca Lundahl and Doug Hamilton as the cookvalet team; and Paul Brue and Neal
Eriksmoen as the doctor and the
lover.
All of the imagination in set design
was concentrated in the hotel set.
Not much seemed to be left for the
the drawing room which had imcompletely painted steps, and walls
with corners that didn't fit together.

Olav To Visit
In Moorhead

When King Olav V. of Norway
arrives in Moorhead to address the
graduating Concordia College Sen
iors, one of Moorhead State's Norwe
gian representatives will be on hand.
"I'll be going to the convocation,"
said Trygve Aarsheim, who has spent
a good part of his life in Norway,
"but I probably won't meet the King.
That's only for big shots, not little
squirts like me."
Aarsheim first observed the King
when the King was still a crown
prince, and he has also observed the
King in a motorcade. Aarsheim con
fesses that his feelings about the
King have changed. "At the time I
saw him I was young enough to
think of him as a knigbt in shining
armour," said Aarsheim.
Regarding the King's influence
and power in Norway, Aarsheim
states that the King is the man
who keeps the royal tradition alive.
He is more of a political figure
than Queen Elizabeth, England's
figurehead. The King possesses the
power to veto, though he seldom
uses this power.
Aarsheim commented on the King's
"Don Juan" reputation by saying that
the King is a widower, and like all
typical widowers, he is still the gall
ant.
Aarsheim is a junior, majoring in
education, who lives in Moorhead.

[Ilitternational (CenterJ^iicadetmc
1492 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135
The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his
maximum potential in the subject, or subjects, of their choice.
We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding
instructional techniques have shown proven results for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a
complete money back guarantee: If after following instructions faithfully you have not in
creased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.
For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135
Please include:
Name

Last Quarter
Average

Course
-.1.

1.

City

-2.

2

State

.3.

3.

4.

4.

Zip Code

-5.

_ _

_

_ _

5.

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20% discount for groups of ten or more.
Please include organization title
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.

Democrats
Discuss Sex
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!Peutz, Nelson Elected To Student Senate

Following a "long, running line of
A confused guest speaker, a read Senators," Don Puetz, newly elected
ing of a letter from their former ad Creative Arts Senator, wants to give
viser, and the commencing of raffle
ticket sales were the elements con
stituting last week's meeting of the
group without a leader, the YDFL.
Frank Kendrick, former YDFL ad
viser who was asked to resign through
a resolution passed a few weeks ago,
made his resignation unanimous in a
letter saying, "Your resolution leaves
me no other choice. No party can
exist based on one issue."
YDFL members are now in the
process of
contacting interested
faculty for the position.
Moorhead Chief of Police James
Dickenson was taken by surprise
Senator Puetz
when he found his lecture topic
was to be sex on country roads,
alcohol, and drugs. Said Dickenson,
"When I saw the poster, I flipped."
Dickenson's comment on sex on
country roads was concise saying
"I'm in favor of it, have been for
some time. My experience has been in
parks with cops chasing me. Country
roads are much simpler than parking
lots."
'
On the subject of illegal posses
sion of alcohol by minors Dicken
son said, "I haven't any drinking pro
blem with students. Students have
drinking problems with themselves.'
Dickenson pointed out that it is re
Senator Nelson
latively easy for students to get alco
hoi remarking, "There is always the
owner who claims students force him
to sell them liquor."
When asked if he was in favor
of lowering the drinking age to 18
Dickenson replied, "Yes, We're
fighting a losing battle. For every
liquor store we close up, three are
making a mint off the kids."
"There's no particular problem with
drugs," said Dickenson. "It's just
floating all over town. Everybody's
got some pot in their pocket." Dick
enson also added that the big pro
blem is at Concordia College where
they refuse to admit that students
breath, sleep, kiss girls, and every
thing. When the students are picked
up, the Dean refuses to take the stu
dents back to the dormitories—won't
admit they're Concordia students
YDFL'ers are now selling twentyfive cent raffle tickets for a Minne
sota Twins baseball game or any other
event held at Metropolitan Stadium.

Concerning some of the recent con
an "equal representation of all people the Senate is to represent the feel
ings of the students not those of the troversial issues facing the senate,
on campus."
Nelson speaks strongly in favor of
Senator Puetz is an Industrial Arts administration."
bringing in the 50 students in the
major who is very interested in tech
Nelson's organizations and actiE-quality project. He states that it is
nical drawing and welding.
ties include being President of the a fine gesture for MSC students to
Puetz, who is in Iota Alpha,
join in an equal and fair education.
International Relations Club, Model
stated, "although points against
Nelson believes that the Senate has
United Nations committee co-chairfraternities may be well founded,
been effective and it's effects are re
man, Political Emphasis Week
the group feeling within the group,
committee and he has been a Mistic flected in the achievements of Mon
the group donation of time and
day night.
staff member.
energy give a good feeling. We
make up part of the campus. We
don't want full credit, we want the
college to have the credit. We're
representatives to the community."
Agreeing with most of Senate
President McFarland's goals, Puetz
said he is behind McFarland. He is
also in favor of the E-quality project
and the pass-fail system.
In reference to his own department
of Industrial Arts, Puetz says it is a
"real good department."
Senator Puetz is looking forward
to an active term.
Ken Nelson, newly elected fresh
man business senator from Moorhead,
accepted a new position and responsi
bility. He stated that he was "very
happy that the Senate voted me in.
It's a tremendous responsibility and I
hope that I can fill it."
Program Board member Tom Livingood relaxes after a hard day at
Nelson said that he hopes he
"can act as a successful liasion bet MSC. The Mistic conducted an investigation upon hearing from the neigh
ween business students and the Sen bor living below Livingood that water was descending upon her. The tub
is gold, with black legs.
ate. The most important purpose of

THE BEAUTIFUL

Wide-Tracking PONTIACS

Parents Day
Is Announced
Floyd Brown has announced that
Parents' Day at Moorhead State
College has been scheduled for Fri
day, May 17. Floyd Brown, admis
sions counselor, is the chairman of
the Parents' Day Committee.
Plans include a convocation, coffee
hour, and campus tours. These tours
will be led by students and members
of the faculty. A noon luncheon at
Kise commons will follow the tours.
Several musical organizations, in
cluding the Concert Band, Chamber
Singers, Concert Choir, Opera Work
shop and a group representing the
Chamber Orchestra will perform.

W
r

MONTH AFTER MONTH! • YEAR AFTER YEAR!

Big Selection
to choose from!
All ready to
Drive Home!
Go Wide Tracking!

GO WIDE TRACKING - JOIN THE NEW CAR PARADE
in a Sporty, Beautiful PONTIAC — LeMans — GTO or
Firebird. Buy Now and Save!

*
SELLAND
MOTORS
&
CO.
*
*
THE GREAT WIDE TRACK DRIVE IS ON!

r/7iutcedd-.

^DIAMOND KINO

NEUBARTH'S
JEWELRY
MOORHEAD

DIAL 232-8841

15th & Main — Fargo, N. Dak.
(NORTHWEST'S LARGEST PONTIAC DEALER)
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fWhen

the
World Is
Puddle Luscious..9
"Spring? Spring? You must be
kidding. You mean to say that
S-P-R-I-N-G still happens? Oh, yes
now it comes to me. I remember. Yes,
I do remember. How could I forget
those few days of sweet, fresh springy
air we had between the first snow
fall and the second."
This was one Moorhead Stater's re
ply when asked to make a few com
ments on the interval of time which
has been known to occur between the
sub-zero months and the scourgingly
hot Sahari desert like months.
But do not fear. Keep up hope.
Spring will come again. And we know
what spring means, don't we?
It is a time when a young man's
fancy turns to mush.
It is a time when G.P.A.'s are in
verse to the temperature—as the tem
perature goes up, G.P.A.'s go down.
It is a time when mini-skirts are
directly proportional to the heatmini-skirts rise with the mercury.
It is a time when children collect
pop bottles to buy kites that tangle
in the one and only tree in the park
the first time up.
It is a time when the beer can de
signers are busily designing a can
that looks like a flower no matter how
it lands.
It is a time when college classes
journey to the great outdoors to play
with the ants in the dewey grass.
It is a time when the nation sounds
like a big bowl of rice krispies—with
bugs zipping here and zapping there,
buds budding, and flowers flower
ing.
And last but not least, it is a time
when families everywhere take mom
on her once a year trip to the Dairv
Queen for Mother's Day.
Ah, yes, with optimism in every
heart, Spring will come again to
Moorhead State College.
M. H.

The Mistic
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MSC Counseling Services
Offer Self-Understanding
by Roger Gustafson
"The Counseling Service is a ser
vice which exists primarily to help
students to become educated. . .
It should never attempt to be the
major part of the school. We are here
to serve, to help, and to be an auxi
liary," says Dr. Richard Reed, head
of the Counseling Center at Moorhead State. "We provide information
and some help in solving concerns of
vocational, educational, and personal
problems."
About 1,000 students have come to
the Center this year, many guided by
the results of the Minnesota College
Inventory. The Inventory records a
student's emotional feelings of the
moment, and shows the student in
profile, based on his responses to the
questions. All students are invited to
come to the Counseling Center to
talk about their Inventory.
In regard to personal problems,
Reed said, "Much can be done by
r establishing a climate of acceptance
where a student can feel that it is
alright to be what he is without hav
ing to prove it. If a person must

change, he must be aware of what
he has to work with. He must be able
to see himself fairly realistically."
Reed said that many students have
not come to the Center because it has
not been adequately publicized. The
services of the Counseling Service are
made evident to all freshmen during
Freshman Week, but most disregard
this information, as more important
and pressing events are at hand dur
ing Freshman Week.
In view of today's complex world,
Reed said, "Man's key to himself and
to his future is knowing not only that
he has problems, but knowing that
whatever problems he has can be
solved in one way or another, and
that maturity comes through finding
the best solutions to given problems
for the moment, and further, that this
is his own responsibility, to solve his
own problems."
The Counseling Service has book
lets and brochures on file to help
students in selecting a vocation or a
major in college. Plans are now being
made to record tapes so that one may
get a better understanding of the

offerings of each field or department.
Looking to the future, Reed said
that there are plans to enlarge the
Counseling Center and its services as
soon as facilities and personnel can
be added. Reed echoed Alfred White
head's words, "The purpose of all
education is self-understanding."

A replacement for retiring Dean
Hendrix (pictured above) is expect
ed to be announced from the Twin
Cities next week.

More Than Ever Apply For Aid
More applications for financial aid
have been received this year than in
any year previous, stated David And
erson, Financial Aids Officer. As of
April 15, the deadline for submitting
applications, 750 upperclassmen and
transfer students and 610 prospective
freshmen applied. During the year of
1966-67 over 1,000 students received
some form of financial assistance.
Currently the number of students has
risen to approximately 1,200, with
550 more requesting aid which is not
, given through the Financial Aids
Office. Bank loans, which are federal
ly insured, are an example of such aid.
There are three major sources of
financial aid to Moorhead State
College students; the Educational
Opportunity Grant, the National
Defense Student Loan, and the
Work Study program. All necessi
tate the student's demonstration of
financial need and will be offered
as long as funds exist. Applications
will still be accepted, but priority
will be given to those students who
applied before April 15.

Project Equality

(Continued from Page 1)
Earl Herring, Administrative Dean,
said, "We have a tightly balanced
budget. We ended up with only $200
to $400 in this year's reserve fund."
Senator Bruce Jacobson stated,
"The first money should come from
the student activity funds. It's more
personal. It means more when it
comes from a small college."
Ken Nelson, Senator, commented
that we couldn't do the program
justice if we didn't contribute.
Matson said "until there's a clear
cut budget, we can't know how much
to give."
Senator Terry Harrington stated
that, "we shouldn't increase from the
student activity fund, perhaps from
donations."
Senator Pat Arneson amended the
motion to be read as $4,000. James
Arneson said he thought there were
many areas where the cut could
come.
To this McFarland responded, "We
can only give a general break-down."
Senator Arneson stated that "less
than $.50 per person was kind of a
cheap way to do this."
McFarland stated that "there

frieij'S
J
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Out of the $150,000 allotted to
Moorhead State College for Educa
tional Opportunity Grants, $80,000
will be presented to Freshman or
transfer students. The remainder of
$70,000 will be available for renewal
by upperclassman. To date, Educa
tional Opportunity Grants cannot con
stitute more than one half of the total
aid to a student, the other half now
being supplied in the form of a
National Defense Student Loan. To
make the appropriated $350,000 for
next year's National Defense Student
Loans go further, Work Study will be
extended to supplement the other
half.
The amount of Work Study money
to be used next year may not stretch
as far, Anderson went on to say. The
same amount of money is being alloted to Moorhead State College by the
federal government for the year of
1968-1969, but because of the in
creased pay rate, the overall number
of students employed through the
Work Study program might be re
duced.

The number of off-campus agencies
suppling jobs for this summer under
the Work Study Program will basical
ly be the same. Approximately thirty
agencies will be hiring currently en
rolled Moorhead State College stu
dents and accepted Seniors. The re
quirements, for both on and off
campus jobs are: (1.) the student must
demonstrate need for aid, and (2.) he
is expected to save the greater por
tion of his earnings for the school
year. This would eliminate or help to
reduce the amount of other forms of
aid that would be needed to put the
student through college. The Financi
al Aids Office hopes to have all ap
plications for summer employment
under the Work Study program pro
cessed by May 15.

could be no detrimental effect if
the money is available. Even
though these students will be pay
ing into the same activity funds
these monies come from, the pur
pose is not what they pay back."

the amendment and three abstained.
The resolution for giving $4,000 to
Project E-quality passed with 14 for
the resolution and three voting against
the resolution.

Union Board Operates
Under Student Hands
by Mary Pfeifer
Comstock Memorial Union's ex
ecutive committee is the Student
Union Programming board, one of the
newest organizations on campus. The
Programming Board plans all Stu
dent Union sponsored activities;
handles all funds allocated for this
purpose by the Student Senate, and
recommends Union policy relating to
students, to the Union Policy Board.
The Programming Board consists of
sixteen members and a Program
Director. The sixteen include three
executive officers, ten committee
chairmen, and three members-atlarge. Earl Wordlaw is program
director, Joe Bernick is president, and
Rachel Mercil is secretary. A vicepresident has not been appointed.
Gary White is chairman of the
Arts Committee, which sponsors
art exhibits, gallery talks, art sympo
siums and student art festivals. The
Special Events Committee arranges
lectures, open houses, international
fairs, model United Nations and
special nights and weekends as,
Freshman Week and Parent's Day.
Carol Marshall is chairman of Special
Events.
Heading the Public Relations and
Publicity committee, Elvana Hanson
oversees designing, printing and dis
tributing of handbills, posters, broch
ures and pamphlets. This committee
also works with the Mistic staff on
weekly publicity of events and sub
mits copy to the College News
Bureau.
Selecting films to be shown at the
Union, securing a projector operator
and arranging for commentary on
each film, are Tom Howard's res
ponsibilities as chairman of the Films
Committee. Tom also works with the
house committee on concession set
ups and sales.
As chairman of the Dance Com
mittee, Jack Briggs schedules free
dances to be held in the ballrooom,
arranges for decorations, and reviews
applications of those wishing to hold
dances in the Union. Keith Holden

Scholarships shall also be award
ed in the near future. Names are now
being submitted to the Scholarship
Committee. 150 freshmen have al
ready been notified concerning their
applications for scholarships.

arranges recitals, concerts, afternoon
entertainment in the lounges, and
coffee houses. The Music Committee
chairman also sponsors folk singing in
the snack bar and group singing in
the lounge.
The Hospitality Committee pro
vides hostesses for all Union events,
conducts tours and arranges open
houses. Karen Morsch, chairman, also
provides for receptions and coffee
hours.
Special
recreation
nights and
weekends,
tournaments,
leagues,
game parties, Olympics and pro
fessional demonstrations make up an
empire ruled over by Steve Jackson
as chairman of the Recreation Com
mittee. Organizing lectures, panels,
discussion groups, poetry readings
and teach-ins, keeps Steve Leth,
chairman of the Committee on Forum
and Debate, out of trouble for many
hours.
A Personnel Committee to recruit
members, train new committee per
sonnel and set up interviews with
applicants and chairmen, is being con
sidered.
Members of the executive commit
tee and the ten activities chairmen
are chosen by the Student Union
Policy Board. Applications for posi
tions which are submitted by students
themselves, are considered and de
cided upon during winter quarter.
'.New members begin their terms
spring quarter and hold office for one
year. Students who wish to apply
should see Earl Wordlaw, who has
application forms and a list of quali
fications and responsibilities desired
of members.

Alpha Lambda Delta
Women's Freshman Honor Sorority,
Alpha Lambda Delta, will be initiat
ing new students this spring. Any
woman student with an average of
3.5 for her first two quarters is eli
gible. Transfer students who have an
average of 3.5 are also eligible and
urged to contact Mary Aim, 746 1st
St. N., Fargo or call her at 235-6379.

Monday
'til 9 p.m.

Project E-quality will bring 50
Senate Secretary Pam Cooper re underprivileged students to the cam
marked, "if money is the concern, pus of Moorhead State College. It is
forget it."
hoped that this can aid integration
Voting on the amendment of $4,- and understanding as well as pro
000 rather than $2,000, ten Senators viding an all-around educational op
voted for the amendment, five against portunity.

Summer Employment
MEN & WOMEN WANTED
Christian organization has
openings for summer months
* $15.00 PLUS PER WEEK
* SOME TRAVEL
* SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM AVAILABLE
Part time openings available now.
But first head for Herbst! Anything
you want in swimwear . . one or two
piece suits, bikinis and modified bikinis
. . . knits, cottons, orlon and nylon. All
sizes, all styles, all colors. Priced from $14 to $19.

For interview and information write!

National Bible Study
Advertisment Department
Box 782, Moorhead, Minnesota
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Dragon Trackmen Down 7 Watch
Honest Karen' Strives
Depressed Bison Again New Senators To Be 'Most Idealistic'
by Al Gonsorowski
Track supremacy. Growing words
instilled into MSC trackmen the past
few seasons with this year being no
exception.
Looking back over recorded in
door skirmishes, it can be seen that
the name Moorhead State College has
been the team to beat instead of
"just a squad thrown together to
make the best sshowing it can."
"Friendly" competitors accross the
river (NDSU) have come to discover
Dragon power was just too much for
them to handle. Thus far through five
outings in which MSC and NDSU
were represented Moorhead claims a
dominating 4-1 record.
It was reported about three
weeks ago, a Forum sports colum
nist dedicated his "ink" to the Bison
track team. In the article NDSU
cindermen were supposed to pre
sent a mere powerful unit for the
outdoor edition but in its initial
outdoor meeting with the Dragons
last Tuesday, once again MS was
tops with a 9414 to 82 point victory
margin.
Just what is it that makes MSC
track tick? Team unity and effort.

Are Installed

Veterans and an upcoming group of
Freshmen have combined to make
Dr. Robert MacLeod did not arrive
track a winning sport at M-State and
live much to Coach Ron Masanz's in time to see the new members of
credo of putting Moorhead State the Senate take their oaths in the
track in the sport light.
Recital Hall, Wednesday afternoon.
Heroes are plenty in the mind of
MacLeod slipped into a seat only
first year man Masanz. Already, seven
or more school records have been to hear Senate President McFarland
shattered and sights are being set on announce that the ceremony was
others. When one man is down or
over. The swearing in and speeches
injured, the "team" responds with
lasted approximately three minutes.
extra efforts to make ends meet.
Adviser Keyser thanked the seven
Each squad member sets his goal
early and words hard until it is at members of the audience for coming.
tained, at which time another is President McFarland stated that the
made. The rewards are plenty and the Senate would have a good year.
work is stiff but a person can be a President Neumaier spoke a few
good trackman only if he wants to words from his seat.
and this seems to be the universal
There was an increase by three over
attitude shown.
the members of the audience who at
Next action for the cinderman is tended the last Senate inaugeration,
the Bison Relays tomorrow on the held last January 24.
Fargo oval. If all goes well, the
inter-state rivals should exhibit a
New Senators sworn in were, Ken
sixth nip 'n tuck affair. (A quick way Nelson, Pam Cooper, Carole Johnson,
to see if Moorhead won or not: If Donald Puetz, Dave Matson, Terry
Sunday's sports page devotes a ban Harrington, Steve Thysell, Roger
ner head to the meet, SU won, if a Jung, Paul Meyers, and President Mc
three column result, MS.)
Farland.

A fro-American Club Reveals
Plans For Cultural Center
by Marilyn Honek
Civil rights teach-ins, weekly pan
el and group discussions, and records
hops are some of the things the
Afro-American Club has in the pro-

Folk Singer
Coming Here

Josh White Jr.
A noted folk singer will perform
in the Center for the Arts at 8:15
p.m. tomorrow as part of the Fine
Arts series.
Josh White Jr. has appeared in
several Broadway productions, includ
ing "Only in America," and "The
Long Dream." He has sung in Car
negie Hall, and has appeared with
groups such as the Glenn Miller
Band and Henry Mancini's Orchestra.
White's father is a professional
artist, and the two have made
several joint appearances. White
Jr.'s solo appearances began in
1961. In 1965, White's talent caus
ed the Billboard Poll of Colleges
and Universities to rank him as the
11th most popular college attrac
tion.
His career began at the age of
four, when he studied at New York's
Professional Children's School. At
this school he was a classmate of
Sandra Dee. He has also given con
certs in the Orchestral Hall in Chica
go and Boston's Jordan Hall. White
Jr. has appeared on television in the
Mike Douglas Show, the Todav
Show, and the Steve Allen Show.
Tickets are now on sale in the
MSC Box Office. The fine Arts com
mittee urges students not to let the
fact that the concert is on a Satur
day night minimize the attendance.

gramming stages for next year.
According to president Carl Griff
in, the first goal the club hopes to
meet is the establishment of a cul
tural center. "This center will serve
the social and academic needs of the
fifty underprivileged students com
ing in the fall," says Griffin, "while
functioning also as headquarters for
the Afro-American Club."
Next fall in conjunction with the
Union Program Board and Con
vocation Committee, the group
plans to sponsor a week of student
orientation entitled, "Our Summer
of Discontent." The tentative plans
for the week include various
speakers such as Father Gieope
from Milwaukee, and seminars
composed of group discussions for
the purpose of giving the students
some insight into existing racial
problems.
During Black Emphasis Week, to
be held winter quarter, an Arts Fest
ival will be sponsored. Composing
the week's activities will be gospel
singing, an art show, a well-known
jazz trio, an African fashion show,
and lectures and discussions on
African and American literature.
"Plans for spring quarter include
starting a coffee house on weekends
in the new cultural center if it is

obtained," says Griffin. "Our objective
is to have the new students manage
the coffee house. We feel spring
quarter will be the best time for such
a move as the new students should
be accustomed to school by then."
Civil rights teach-ins will be
conducted by members of the AfroAmerican club throughout next
year. "Our hope is that this corps
will be able to reach as many
people as possible giving them the
true aspects of Negro life." The
Afro-American group will speak to
all interested organizations.
Weekly discussion groups for dis
similation of students is being formul
ated. The programs for such discus
sion groups will be based on a series
of speakers from the various organiz
ations and education departments on
campus. "We want to have all areas
of college life represented. We want
to know what the specific organiza
tions and departments have to offer
in the social and academic fields. I
hope there is good cooperation for
this project."

She started crying when she saw
the ocean. And that's just how she is.
Karen Carpenter is honest in her re
lations with people, and about her
feelings. If she likes you, she tells
you.
Karen doesn't care for the small
chit chat that accompanies social
gatherings. She likes to establish a
relationship with an individual right
away.
She can be described as petite,
sharp, outgoing, and a student. Karen
never skips classes and spends time
that she is not donating to her Gamma
Phi Beta Sorority buried in books.
Her GPA shows it.
"I switched from a psychology
major to sociology mainly because
of Dr. Burchard," she admits. "He
just made me become interested in
it." Dr. Keyser had a lot to do with
her switching from a Spanish minor
to an anthropology minor.
As newly elected president of
Gamma Phi Beta she has thoughts
on her sorority and on the whole
Greek system.
"It makes me just as mad as it
does an independent to see a Greek
who puts on a jacket and thinks he's
cool. But I can't make a sweeping
generalization about either Greeks
or independents. We're all individuals
and both contribute to the campus.
"I'd like to make the sorority some
thing. When I belong to something,
I really want to work for it. The
social life is great but it see other
things as important also, such as the
rituals in the Greek system. Most
don't even pay attention to what is
going on."
Karen considers herself the "most
idealistic person in the world."
Having had to move twice, thus
being forced to make new friends,
was one of the most influential
things in her life.
Karen will leave for Pasadena, Cilifornia in June for the national Gamma
Phi Beta convention. Then it's back
to Moorhead for summer school and
her secretarial job at the Moorhead
Chamber of Commerce.
She would like to try industrial
research when she graduates. "If
that doesn't work out I'd like to go
to graduate school and work in
public relations," she stated.
She isn't a type. She isn't some
one who is easily categorized. If she
doesn't like a party, she feels free to
leave.
She is. . . Karen Carpenter.

Karen Carpenter

New Club
In Existence
The MSC Sociology-Anthropolgy
Club has been inactive since the be
ginning of winter quarter. "We wish
to notify interested students that if
they want to re-activate the club,
work within its framework, they can,"
said Juliann Johnson, ex-president.
"The reason for becoming inactive
was the almost complete lack of stu
dent interest," explained Johnson. Be
fore ceasing to meet, about 100 dit
toed sheets were circulated to sociol
ogy students explaining the situation
to them.
The Constitution gives the purpose
of the club as follows: ". . . to pro
mote an interest in Anthropology and
Sociology, research in social problems
and activities leading to Human
Welfare."
"Judging from club records, the
student interest was never high. Stu
dents could do much within the
club's framework — but they have to
want to," said Johnson. She added,
"Perhaps the formation of this club
was a brainchild of one or two
people, and ever since too few have
shared their enthusiasm to make it
work. Then, reasonably, the club
should cease to be."
Students interested in reactivating
the club are asked to contact John
son or Kathy Backe, ex-secretary.
There is about $16 in the treasury,
according to Backe. "If still no inte
rest is evident at the end of the
quarter, the money will be donated to
KFME," said Johnson.

Record hops and monthly soul
dances with a good soul rock band
from the Minneapolis-St. Paul area
will be scheduled for weekend
activity.
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